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Abstract: Operating System has various functions but 

Scheduling is one of the most vital function of the 

Operating System. There are Uni-programming and Multi-

programming Operating System. Uni-programming OS 

executes one process at a time but Multi-programming OS 

executes multiple processes concurrently. Resource 

Utilization is the basic aim of the multi-programming O.S. 

There are many scheduling algorithms in Multi-

programming OS. We developed a tool which gives output 

in the form of experimental results with respect to some 

standard and new scheduling algorithms e.g. First come 

first serve, shortest job first, round robin, optimal and a 

novel cpu scheduling algorithm  etc. 

Keywords: Uni-processor, Uni-programming, multi-

programming, resource utilization, round robin etc. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Scheduling is most important for a Computer System since it 

contain decision of giving resources between possible 

processes. Sharing of computer resources between multiple 

processes is also called as scheduling. Efficient resource 

utilization is achieved by sharing system resources amongst 

multiple users and system processes. Optimum resource 

sharing depends on the efficient scheduling of competing 

users and system processes for the processor, which renders 

process scheduling an important aspect of a 
multiprogramming operating system. As the processor is the 

most important resource, process scheduling, which is called 

CPU scheduling, becomes all the more important in 

achieving the above mentioned objectives. Part of the reason 

for using multiprogramming is that the operating system 

itself is implemented as one or more processes, so there must 

be a way for the operating system and application processes 

to share the CPU. Another main reason is the   need   for   

processes   to   perform   I/O operations in the normal course 

of computation. Since I/O operations ordinarily require 

orders of magnitude more time to complete than do CPU 
instructions, multi programming systems allocate the CPU to 

another process whenever a process invokes an I/O operation. 

 

a) Goals for Scheduling  

• Utilization/Efficiency: keep the CPU busy 100% of the time 

with useful work. 

• Throughput: maximize the number of jobs processed per 

hour.  

• Turnaround time: from the time of submission to the time 

of completion, minimize the time batch users must wait for 

output. 

• Waiting time: Sum of times spent in ready queue - 
Minimize this. 

 

• Response Time: time from submission till the first response 

is produced, minimize response time for interactive users . 

• Fairness: make sure each process gets a fair share of the 
CPU.  

 

b) Scheduling Algorithms  

We will start with five commonly used scheduling 

algorithms 

 

i.)First Come First Served Scheduling Algorithm  (FCFS)  

FCFS is the simplest scheduling algorithm. For this 

algorithm the ready queue is maintained as a FIFO queue. 

PCB (Process Control Block) of a process submitted to the 

system is linked to the tail of the queue. The algorithm 
dispatches processes from the head of the ready queue for 

execution by the CPU. When a process has completed its 

task it terminates and is deleted from the system. The next 

process is then dispatched from the head of the ready queue.  

 

ii.)Shortest Job First Scheduling Algorithm (SJF)  

For this algorithm the ready queue is maintained in order of 

CPU burst length, with the shortest burst length at the head 

of the queue. A PCB of a process submitted to the system is 

linked to the queue in accordance with its CPU burst length. 

The algorithm dispatches processes from the head of the 

ready queue for execution by the CPU. When a process has 
completed its task it terminates and is deleted from the 

system. The next process is then dispatched from the head of 

the ready queue. 

 

iii.)Priority Based Scheduling  

In this algorithm, priority is associated with each process and 

on the basis of that priority CPU is allocated to the processes. 

Higher priority processes are executed first and lower 

priority processes are executed at the end. If multiple 

processes having the same priorities are ready to execute, 

control of CPU is assigned to these processes on the basis of 
FCFS .Priority Scheduling can be preemptive and non-

preemptive in nature. 

 

iv.)Round Robin Scheduling Algorithm (RR)  

For this algorithm the ready queue is maintained as a FIFO 

queue. A PCB of a process submitted to the system is linked 

to the tail of the queue. The algorithm dispatches processes 

from the head of the ready queue for execution by the CPU. 

Processes being executed are preempted on expiry of a time 

quantum, which is a system defined variable. A preempted 

process’s PCB is linked to the tail of the ready queue. When 

a process has completed its task, i.e. before the expiry of the 
time quantum, it terminates and is deleted from the system. 
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The next process is then dispatched from the head of the 

ready queue. 

 

II. COMPARISON BETWEEN TWO NEW ALGORITHM 
In this we are mainly concentrated on the new two algorithms 

called A Novel CPUScheduling Algorithm – Preemptive & 

Non Preemptive, and Efficient CPU Scheduling Algorithm , 

thesetwo algorithms are compared each other along with 

theexisting algorithms like FCFS, SJF, Priority, RoundRobin. 

 

a)Work Procedure of A Novel CPU Scheduling Algorithm – 

Preemptive  

The proposed algorithm A Novel CPU Scheduling algorithm 

is both preemptive and non preemptive in nature. In this 

algorithm a new factor called condition factor (F) is 

calculated by the addition of burst time and arrival time i.e., 
F = Burst Time + Arrival Time. This factor f is assigned to 

each process and on the basis of this factor process are 

arranged in ascending order in the ready queue. Process 

having shortest condition factors (F) are executed first 

andprocess with next shortest factor (F) value is executed 

next. By considering the arrival time the new algorithms acts 

as preemptive or non-preemptive. Proposed CPU scheduling 

algorithm reduces waiting time, turnaround time and 

response time and also increases CPU utilization and 

throughput. 

The working procedure of A Novel Preemptive Scheduling 
of Preemptive and Non Preemptive algorithm is as given 

below: 

 

 Take the list of processes, their burst time and 

arrival time.   

 Find the condition factor F by adding arrival time 

and burst time of processes.  

 First arrange the processes, burst time, condition 

factor based on arrival time ascending order.  

 Iterate step a, b until burst time becomes zero. 

a. If arrival time of first and second process are equal the 
arrange them based on their condition factor f.  

b. Decrement the burst time and increment arrival time by 1. 

 When burst time becomes find the waiting time and 

turnaround time of that process.  

 Average waiting time is calculated by dividing total 

waiting time with total number of processes. 

 Average turnaround time is calculated by dividing 

total turnaround time by total number of processes. 
 

b)Work Procedure of Efficient CPU Scheduling Algorithm  

The proposed algorithm ERR is pre-emptive in nature. In this 

algorithm all the processes are sorted in ascending order in 

the ready queue. ERR scheduling algorithm maintains a small 

unit of time called time quantum or time slice is assigned to 
each process. According to that time quantum processes are 

executed and if time quantum of any process expires before 

its complete execution, it is put at the end of the ready queue 

and control of the CPU is assigned to the next shortest 

incoming process. In this algorithm ready queue is a circular 

queue. New processes are added to the tail of the ready 

queue. The CPU scheduler picks the first process from the 

ready queue sets of timer to interrupt after assigned time 

quantum, and dispatches the process. The average waiting 

time and average turnaround time obtained from ERR is 
better than existing CPU scheduling algorithms. ERR is fair 

in scheduling and effective in time sharing environment. In 

ERR scheduling, CPU is given to each process for equal time 

period, no process has to wait for long time for the CPU. 

Working Procedure of the Proposed Algorithm ERR is 

discussed below: 

 First collect all the list of processes, their burst time, 

arrival time and time quantum. 

 Arrange processes and their burst time in ascending 

order based on their arrival time.  

 Repeat 1 and 2 until all process complete their 
execution 

 If the current time is equal to arrival time of the 

ready queue process And if burst time of current 

process is greater than time slice then execute 

period else execute for burst time period. 

 If current time equals to arrival time and burst time 

equals to zero, then remove the process from the 

ready queue. 

 During above process calculate the waiting time and 

turnaround time of each process. 

 
III. CONCLUSION 

This paper mainly defines the existing algorithms and two 

new algorithms called A Novel CPU Scheduling Algorithm 

Preemptive & Non Preemptive and Efficient CPU 

Scheduling Algorithm. These two algorithms are compared 

with each other and also compared with the existing 

algorithms. It is clear that Efficient Round Robin Algorithm 

gives best and optimized average waiting time and average 

turnaround time when compared with the remaining 

algorithms. When the time-slice / time quantum is increasing 

Efficient Round Robin Algorithms gives the best average 

waiting and average turnaround time. 
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